Abaris Financial Group: Where Life Planning,
Behavioral Finance, and Data-based
Wealth Management Meet

COMPANY PROFILE

Company
Wealth management firm Abaris Financial Group offers comprehensive, fee-only financial
planning, life planning, coaching, and investment planning services to individuals and families.

Founder
Abbey Henderson, CEO and founder of Abaris, has worked in financial planning
for over 20 years. A wealth advisor and coach, she holds an MBA and a Master of
Science in Finance as well as the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™, Master
Registered Life Planner (RLP®), and Certified Professional Co-Active Coach
(CPCC®) certifications.
Henderson marries the art and science of financial planning to deliver an
exceptional client experience, relying on eMoney to combine life objectives
with financial goals.

Established in 2001
Based in Concord, Mass.
$100-125 million in AUM
eMoney user since 2013
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CHALLENGE

Adding Value in the Face
of Fee Compression
In today’s world, fee compression is a growing concern for financial advisors.
Robo-advisors and other low-cost competitors offer investors a more economical
way to manage their money. Facing intense downward pressure on pricing,
advisors have to find creative ways to compete.
Rather than reducing her fees, Henderson believes adding value and expanding
service offerings is the best way forward.
In 2016, Henderson enrolled in a certificate program for financial advisors
from the Kinder Life Planning Institute. Passionate about providing more to her
clients, she later became a designated life coach. Since then, she’s effectively
weaved life planning elements into financial planning.
“I realized I wanted more tools in the toolkit,” she says. “Adding coaching and
life planning makes client relationships more sticky. And I personally think it just
makes you a better planner.”
In the face of fee compression, Henderson combines the emotional and
psychological elements of life planning with the data-driven aspects of wealth
management to deliver value to clients in new ways.
“I think the more deeply you know and understand your client, their vision,
and their values, the more you can actually tailor their financial plan,” she
says. “I think you’re just going to get a better financial plan from someone
that has this mindset.”
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SOLUTION

How Abaris Uses eMoney to Model
Actionable Financial Plans Based on
Life Planning Conversations
Henderson leverages eMoney to develop detailed financial plans and illustrate
recommendations in an interactive format, including strategies clients can
immediately implement to better align their lifestyle with their life plan.
“Decision Center is the best part of eMoney because it really wows clients
when you have it up on a big screen in your conference room and you get
to play with different scenarios with them in real-time. They love that.”
Henderson recently worked with a couple in their 70s on a legacy plan. The
clients were in the process of selling their business to their son, and they also had
specific gifting goals for other family members who were not buying the business.
She first used her life coaching skills to discuss the couple’s plans for the next
chapter and help them feel comfortable with retirement and not having the
same recurring business income. And to support the conversation, she used the
eMoney Decision Center to demonstrate nine different scenarios.
“eMoney really helped them put these decisions into context,” she says. “We
ran through every scenario: different sale prices, gifting certain amounts of
money to the daughter, and loaning different amounts of money at different
interest rates to the son. It’s so important to give the clients confidence that the
financial resources all work together to support their goals. These are brand
new clients, and they’re thrilled with what I’ve been able to help them with.”
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RESULTS

Winning New Clients with
Soft Skills and Hard Data
Henderson’s approach helps her connect with the next generation of
clients, many of whom selected the firm for its life coaching services.
“We’re giving someone a place where they don’t feel judged,” she
says. “Just to have a financial advisor listen to you say you’re scared
to death to invest money and tell you that feeling is totally normal is
actually healing in and of itself. Once you sort of start talking about it, it
becomes a much less frightening thing.”

“eMoney is the implementation piece of these conversations,” she says.
“If you’re passionate about traveling, maybe you’re not going on your
African safari today. Maybe that’s for retirement. But if that’s one of your
core values, how do we bring that into today? We can go into eMoney
and look at a travel budget, while still saving for retirement.”

And it’s these conversations that give her the opportunity to further
connect with younger clients and develop a lasting relationship.
“I love those moments where a client goes ‘Oh yeah, I never
thought of it that way,’ or ‘That’s a great solution,’ or, ‘Thank you
for listening’... those are the moments when you realize you’ve
touched that person in a way you wouldn’t have if you were just
crunching numbers for them.”
And when it comes to planning, Henderson is helping young clients
accomplish their immediate goals, whether it be paying off student
loans or learning to budget. With the eMoney Client Portal, clients can
log in to track their progress, budgeting, and spending.
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What’s Next for Abaris?
Henderson is excited by the success Abaris is seeing by
combining life planning and financial planning techniques, and
will to continue on this path.
“For clients where I’ve done life planning and a financial
plan—I always use eMoney to do that—I have a 100 percent
client retention so far.”
As the firm grows to include new staff such as a salaried servicing
advisor, Henderson is eager to utilize the eMoney platform even
more to create a more cohesive client experience.
“Hiring a servicing advisor is going to be a great opportunity to
get every client in eMoney,” she says. “Once everyone is up and
running—and it’s consistently updated with everyone’s accounts
linked—we will be able to provide immediate value by answering
clients’ questions on the fly.”
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See How eMoney Can Work for You
Call 888-362-4612 or visit
www.emoneyadvisor.com
to learn more
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